Abstract. We study Phragmén-Lindelöf properties of viscosity solutions to a class of doubly nonlinear parabolic equations in R n ×(0, T ). We also include an application to some doubly nonlinear equations.
Introduction
In this work, we discuss Phragmén-Lindelöf type results for a class of nonlinear parabolic equations. This is a follow-up of the work in [3] where we stated similar results for viscosity solutions of Trudinger's equation in R n × (0, T ), where n ≥ 2 and 0 < T < ∞. We introduce notations for our discussion. Let n ≥ 2, g : R n → (0, ∞) and h : R n → R be two continuous functions. We impose that Our motivation for the work arises from the study of viscosity solutions of doubly nonlinear equations of the kind (1.2) H(Du, D 2 u) − f (u)u t = 0, in R n T , u(x, t) > 0 and u(x, 0) = g(x), ∀x in R n , where H satisfies certain homogeneity conditions and f : R + → R + is a non-decreasing continuous function, see Section 2 for more details. As shown in [5] , if f satisfies certain conditions then a change of variable u = φ(v) transforms (1.2) to where Z : R → R + is a non-increasing function. As observed in [2, 5] , one can conclude a comparison principle for (1.3), and hence, for (1.2 ).
An example of such an equation is the well-known Trudinger's equation [9] : div |Du| p−2 Du − (p − 1)u p−2 u t = 0, in R n T , and u > 0. The works in [2, 4] address the existence and uniqueness of viscosity solutions u, for p ≥ 2, in cylindrical domains Ω × (0, T ), where Ω ⊂ R n is a bounded domain, and [3] includes Phragmén-Lindelöf type results.
A related but some what more general equation is to consider, in R n T , div |Du| p−2 Du + χ(t)|Du| σ − (p − 1)u p−2 u t = 0, and u > 0, u(x, 0) = g(x), ∀x in R n , where σ ≥ 0 and χ(t) is continuous on [0, T ]. Employing the change of variables u = e v (see [2] ), we obtain the equation div |Dv| p−2 Dv + (p − 1)|Dv| p + χ(t)e (σ−(p−1))v |Dv| σ − (p − 1)v t = 0, in R n T , and v(x, 0) = log g(x), ∀x in R n .
Writing H(Dw, D 2 w) =div(|Dw| p−2 |Dw|), the above equation may be written as H(Dv, D 2 v + Dv ⊗ Dv) + χ(t)e (σ−(p−1))v |Dv| σ − (p − 1)v t = 0, in R n T , v(x, 0) = log g(x), ∀x in R n .
At this time, it is not clear to us as to how to address the above equation. Nonetheless, the above discussion provides motivation for addressing the following related question of studying Phragmén-Lindelöf results for equations of the kind
v(x, 0) = h(x), for all x in R n . (1.4) Here χ, h can have any sign.
We will show that if v satisfies certain growth conditions, for large |x|, then v satisfies a maximum principle. A similar conclusion follows for the equation in (1.2). We assume inf R Z(s) > 0 for the main results and this strongly influences our work. It is clear that Z(v)Dv ⊗ Dv and χ(t)|Dv| σ are dueling terms and the analysis will bear this out.
Moreover, it will also show how the imposed growth rates and solutions are influenced by the power σ. We do not address existence and uniqueness issues in this work. It would be interesting to know if the growth rates stated in this work would imply such results. Omitted also from this work is the question of optimality of the growth rates.
We have divided our work as follows. In Section 2, we present some notations, assumptions and main results. In Sections 3 and 4, we present comparison principles, a change of variables result and calculations for some of the auxiliary functions we use. Sections 5 and 6 address the super-solutions and sub-solutions respectively. Finally, Section 7 presents proofs of the main results.
For additional discussion and motivation, we direct the reader to the works [1, 6, 7, 8] .
Notations, assumptions and main results
We state that through out this work sub-solutions or super-solutions or solutions are understood in the viscosity sense, see [5, 6] for definitions. We usc(lsc) for upper(lower) semicontinuous functions.
We introduce notations that will be used throughout this work. We take n ≥ 2. Let 0 < T < ∞ and set R n T = R n × (0, T ) = {(x, t) : x ∈ R n and 0 < t < T }. The functions g and h will always satisfy (1.1) By o, we denote the origin in R n and e denotes a unit vector in R n . The letters x, y will denote points in R n . Let S n×n be the set of all symmetric n × n real matrices, I
be the n × n identity matrix and O the n × n zero matrix. We now describe the conditions placed on H.
Condition A (Monotonicity):
The operator H : R n × S n → R is continuous for any (q, X) ∈ R n × S n×n . We assume that
, for any q ∈ R n and for any X, Y in S n×n with X ≤ Y ,
Clearly, for any q ∈ R n and X ∈ S n×n , H(q, X) ≥ 0 if X ≥ O.
Condition B (Homogeneity):
There is a constant k 1 ≥ 0 such that for any (q, X) ∈ R n × S n×n , (i) H(θq, X) = |θ| k 1 H(q, X), for any θ ∈ R, and
Our results in this work can be adapted to include the case H(q, θX) = θ k 2 H(q, X)
where k 2 is an odd natural number. However, in this work, k 2 = 1. We note that if
Before stating the next condition, we introduce additional notation. Let ρ ∈ R n be a vector and we write its component form as (
Recalling that e ∈ R n is a unit vector, define, for every λ ∈ R,
H(e, λe ⊗ e − I) and Λ max (λ) = max e H(e, λe ⊗ e + I).
By Condition A, Λ min (λ) and Λ max (λ) are both non decreasing functions of λ.
Condition C(Growth at Infinity): Firstly, we require that max e H(e, −I) < 0 < min e H(e, I). Next, we assume that H satisfies Λ min (λ 0 ) = min e H(e, λ 0 e ⊗ e − I) > 0, for some λ 0 > 1. (2.4) We require λ 0 > 1 since, by Condition A, e ⊗ e − I ≤ O.
We state some simple implications of Condition C. By Condition A, Λ min (λ) ≥ Λ min (λ 0 ) > 0, for any λ ≥ λ 0 . By Condition B, for λ ≥ λ 0 ,
Thus, under Conditions A, B and C, (2.4) implies (2.5). Clearly, (2.5) implies (2.4). Next, by Conditions A, B and (2.5), for λ ≥ λ 0 ,
If min e H(e, e⊗e) > 0 then by the continuity of H, Conditions A and B, min e H(e, λ 0 e⊗ e − I) > 0 for some λ 0 > 1. See Section 3 for further discussion.
Examples of operators that satisfy Conditions A, B and C are the p-Laplacian, pseudo p-Laplacian, for p ≥ 2, infinity-Laplacian and the Pucci operators, see [5] for a more detailed discussion. It is easily seen that they all satisfy (2.6). We remark that some of the conditions here differ from those in [5] .
For the rest of this work, we set (2.7)
Also, χ : [0, T ] → R is a continuous function and Z : R → R + is a non-increasing continuous function with 0 < inf Z ≤ sup Z < ∞. Let h : R n → R, continuous, satisfy
We now state the main results of this work. For Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we assume that Conditions A, B and C hold. We set (2.8)
H(e, e⊗e) and α = sup 0≤t≤T |χ(t)|. Theorem 2.1. (Maximum Principle) Let 0 < T < ∞, and ν and α be as in (2.8) .
Suppose that there is δ > 0 such that
The following hold.
(a) Let σ = 0. Either (i) k = 1 i.e., γ = 2 and δ = 2 − ε, for any fixed and small ε > 0, or (ii) k > 1 and δ = γ/k. In both cases,
e., γ = 2 and β = 2 − ε, for any fixed and small ε > 0, or (ii) k > 1 and β = γ/k. In both cases,
Theorem 2.2. (Minimum Principle) Let 0 < T < ∞ and µ, α, ℓ and H be as in (2.8) 
(d) Let σ = γ and α ≥ ℓH. Assume that either (i) k = 1 (γ = 2) and, for any fixed small ε > 0, we have
(e) If σ > γ and
As an observation, if H is quasilinear (the p-Laplacian, for instance) then
The above holds for both Dw = 0 and Dw = 0 since H(q, O) = 0, for any q ∈ R n . If
Thus, the above results also apply to equations of the kind
Finally, we obtain the following theorem for a class of doubly nonlinear equations. We apply parts (a) of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 with α = σ = 0.
1 non-decreasing function, and
Let k > 1. We assume that f 1/(k−1) is concave and
If k = 1, we take f ≡ 1 and φ(τ ) = e τ . The conclusion in part (a) holds provided that we assume that, for any ε > 0, sup |x|≤R, 0≤t≤T u(x, t) ≤ exp(o(R 2−ε )), as R → ∞.
The conclusion in part (b) holds without any modifications.
The condition placed on f 1/(k−1) implies that φ ′′ (τ )/φ ′ (τ ) is positive and non-increasing in τ ∈ (−∞, ∞). Moreover, this quotient is bounded from above and its lower bound is positive. See Section 3.
Preliminaries
In this section, we present some calculations important for our work, a comparison principle and a change of variable result useful for our work. We also present additional discussion about the condition in (2.4).
For definitions and a discussion of viscosity solutions, we direct the reader to [6] and Section 2 in [3] . For additional discussion and motivation, see [1, 2, 7, 8] .
Recall that Z : R → R + is continuous and non-increasing. We assume that
We present now some elementary but important calculations. Let z ∈ R n and
. Set e = (e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n ) where z ∈ R n and set r = |x − z|. Suppose that 0 < R ≤ ∞ and w :
Using (3.2) in x = z, we get that
Recall Condition B in (2.2) and (2.7) i.e, k = k 1 + 1 and γ = k 1 + 2. Case (a) w r > 0: Let a be any scalar, b ≥ 0 and R = ∞. Suppose that w(x, t) = (a + bv(r))κ(t), where v ′ (r) > 0 and κ ≥ 0.
In (3.3), factor w r from the first entry, w r /r from the second, use (2.2) and k = k 1 +1 to get
This version will be used for small r.
For the second version, in (3.3) we factor w r from the first entry, w 2 r from the second entry of H, use (2.2) and γ = k 1 + 2 to get, in r > 0,
This version will be used for large r.
In this work, we take 0 < b < 1. By factoring 1/b from the second entry in H, using Condition B and γ = k + 1, the above may be rewritten as
Case (b) w r < 0: Using (2.2), (3.3) and arguing as in part (a), we get We now state a comparison principle that will be used in this work. See [6] and Section 4 in [5] .
We now discuss a change of variables result in the context of doubly nonlinear equations of the kind:
This is shown in Lemma 2.3 in [5] . An earlier version appears in [3] .
Thus, φ is increasing. We will assume further that
ensures that the comparison principle in Lemma 3.2 holds. Using (3.10) and (3.11) we get that
Our work, however, excludes such cases as the quotient becomes small for large s.
The latter is included in our work and is addressed in Theorem 2.3. We now state the following change of variables lemma which is a simplified version of Lemma 2.3 in [5] .
Lemma 3.3. Let H satisfy Conditions A and B, see (2.1) and (2.2) and f
is a positive C 2 increasing function.
Case (i):
Suppose that k > 1 and φ is as in (3.10) . We assume that f is nonconstant, u > 0 and v = φ −1 (u).
if and only if
v ∈ usc(lsc)(Ω T ) and
Finally, we make further comments on the dependence of H(e, λe ⊗ e ± I) on λ.
Remark 3.4. Recall (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.7). As observed in Section 2 (see discussion immediately following Condition C), H(e, λe ⊗ e ± I) is non-decreasing in λ, and, for λ ≥ 0 and any e,
This follows since e ⊗ e ≥ O and H(e, e ⊗ e) ≥ 0. The p-Laplacian, the pseudo p-Laplacian, the infinity-Laplacian and the Pucci type operators all satisfy sup λ Λ min (λ) = ∞ and H(e, e ⊗ e) > 0 (note that eigenvalues of e ⊗ e are 1 and 0 (0 has multiplicity n − 1)). Our current work applies to these operators. See Section 3 in [5] .
Note that the condition min e H(e, e⊗e) > 0 implies that sup λ Λ min (λ) = ∞. Clearly, if sup λ Λ max (λ) < ∞ then H(e, e ⊗ e) = 0. Moreover, if H is quasilinear then H(e, λe ⊗ e ± I) = H(e, λe ⊗ e) + H(e, ±I) = H(e, ±I), ∀λ ≥ 0.
An example of such an operator is
Clearly, H is elliptic and ∀e,
H(e, e ⊗ e) = 0, and H(e, λe ⊗ e ± I) = ±(n − 1), ∀λ.
Our current work omits such operators. Note that the condition max e H(e, e ⊗ e) = 0 does not imply the boundedness of H(e, λe ⊗ e ± I). An example is H(e, X) = det(X). The eigenvalues of I + λe ⊗ e are 1 + λ and 1, the latter has multiplicity n − 1. Thus,
Auxiliary Functions
In this section, we record observations about auxiliary functions that are used in the proofs of the theorems in this work. We recall that k = k 1 + 1 and γ = k 1 + 2 = k + 1.
Moreover, in r > 0, we have
Next, we have
Finally,
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow easily. Part (iii) is a consequence of the bound 1
Parts (v), (vi) and (viii) are easily obtained by the estimate 1 + r pβ ≥ max(1, r pβ ) and noting that γ = k + 1 and β −β = pβ.
To see (vii), we differentiate (v) and use (ii) to find
Applying (v), (vii) and usingβ < β, (ix) follows. To see (x) and (xi), use (ii), (v) and (vii) to get
Sinceβ < β and r > 1, the estimates in (xi) hold.
Remark 4.2. We now list observations based on Lemma 4.1. These arise from the various cases described in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Recall that k = k 1 + 1, γ = k + 1 = k 1 + 2 and σ is as in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Set γ * = γ/k. We discuss the following three cases.
Case (A) β = γ * = 2 andβ = 2 − ε, where 0 < ε < 1 and k = 1.
Case (B) β =β = γ * and k > 1.
, where σ > γ and k ≥ 1. (1 + τ ε/2 ) −1 dτ.
Let 0 < ε < 1, then 1 − p = (2 − ε)/2 > 0. We apply Lemma 4.1 (iii), (iv), (vi), (vii), (viii), (ix) and (xi). Thus,
Case (B) k > 1: Set β =β = γ * and v(r) = r γ * .
Using that γ = k + 1 and k(γ * − 1) = 1, we have
, where σ > γ.
Since σ > γ, we have that β >β. Using that γ = k + 1, we get
We list the observations obtained by applying parts (iii), (iv), (vii), (viii), (ix) and (xi) of Lemma 4.1.
Let R > 1. Parts (iii) and (iv) read
, and
The lower bounds in (iii), (vii) and (viii) have been obtained by considering the intervals 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 and r ≥ 1.
Finally, since σ > γ ≥ 2, Lemma 4.1 (ix) and (xi) read
We make an observation that applies to the various auxiliary functions we make use of in this work. Let κ(t) ≥ 0 be a C 1 function in t ≥ 0. Set r = |x| and w(x, t) = κ(t)v(r), where v(r) is as in (B) and (C) in Remark 4.2. Note that in (A), v is C 2 . Thus, we discuss
Here γ * = γ/k. Since k ≥ 1, we have that 1 ≤ γ * ≤ 2. The case of interest is γ * < 2.
Recall (3.4) in Remark 3.1. Taking r > 0 and setting e = x/r and w = κ(t)v(r), we get with a slight rearrangement 
It is clear that the right hand side of (4.1) may be extended continuously to r = 0. Set the limit (as r → 0) of the right hand side of (4.1) aŝ
and L(σ) = 1, if σ = 0, and L(σ) = 0, if σ = 0.
Note thatĤ(0) ≥ 0 since γ * − 2 ≥ −1. Our goal is to show that
holds at points (0, s), i,e, at r = 0 and s > 0, in the viscosity sense. Let s > 0. Suppose that ψ, C 1 in t and
and recalling β < 2 and Lemma 4.1(vii), it is clear that D 2 ψ(o, s) does not exist and w is a sub-solution of (4.1).
Now, let ψ, C 1 in t and C 2 in x, be such that (w − ψ)(x, t)
We now observe that since β = γ/k < 2 and γ = k + 1, we have k = k 1 + 1 > 1 and hence, k 1 > 0. Applying Condition B (see(2.2)), H(0, D 2 ψ)(o, s) = 0 and (4.3) reads
SinceĤ(0) ≥ 0, using (4.2), we see that w is a super-solution.
Super-solutions
Our goal in this section is to construct super-solutions whose growth rates, for large r, are as stated in Theorem 2.1. Tthe auxiliary functions discussed in Remark 4.2 are used to achieve our goal. The construction involves making separate estimates for small r and for large r. For small r, we employ (3.4) and, for large r, we use (3.5), see Remark 3.1.
The section has been divided into two parts: (I) 0 ≤ σ ≤ γ and (II) σ > γ. The work in Part I is further divided into two sub-parts (i) k = 1 and (ii) k > 1. Part (II) provides a unified work for k ≥ 1.
The super-solutions we construct are of the kind
, where a ≥ 0 and 0 < b < 1, v is C 1 in R n and C 2 in R n \ {o} and −∞ < m < ∞. We choose v as either v(r) =
for some appropriate β and p (orβ), see Lemma 4.1. The scalars a and b are determined later.
In proving that w is a super-solution for appropriate a and b, we also calculate the dependence of a on b, thus, aiding our calculation of lim b→0 + a. This is important in showing the claims in Theorem 2.1.
Throughout this section β = γ/k = γ * regardless of the form of v(r), see (5.1) and Remark 4.2. The quantityβ, however, depends on k and σ, see (5.3) below.
We begin with some preliminary calculations before moving on to Parts I and II. Set
We assume that 0 < ℓ ≤ L < ∞. We recall that
Moreover, we require that (5.4) (i) if σ = 0, take 0 < ε < 1/8, and (ii) if σ > 0, take 0 < ε < σ/8.
Next, we provide upper bounds for H. These will be done for small r and for large r separately. Recall w from (5.1).
Step 1: For small r, we use (3.4) with κ(t) = 1 + t to obtain that
For large r, we use (3.5)(or (3.6)) to obtain that
Step 2: Bounds for H. We employ Remark 4.2 and use estimates for v(r)(and its derivatives) in (5.5) and (5.6) to obtain upper bounds for H. Assume R ≥ 1. A value will be chosen later.
By using the monotonicity in Condition A (see (2.1)(i)) and Condition B (see (2.2)), M(b, r) is non-decreasing in r and b, M(b, r) ≥ max |e|=1 H (e, I) > 0 and
Recall parts (vii) and (ix) of Cases A, B and C in Remark 4.2. It is seen that
We apply the above to (5.5) and use monotonicity to get
Since Z(w) ≤ Z(m) ≤ L, using (5.7) and the bound for M(b, r) we obtain that for 0 ≤ r ≤ R,
Next, we recall the upper bound (v
and C in Remark 4.2. Thus, (5.2), (5.5) and (5.9) lead to the estimate 
In the last inequality, σ/(σ − 1) < γ * , if σ > γ. Thus, using the above and part (xi) of the Cases A, B and C, we obtain
Thus,
Noting that both quantities on the left hand side of (5.11) are non-negative, using Condition A and (5.11), the term H in (5.6) yields in t ≥ 0,
≤ H e, I − e ⊗ e rv ′ (r) + v ′′ (r) (v ′ (r)) 2 + bZ(w) e ⊗ e ≤ H (e, 2(I − e ⊗ e) + 2e ⊗ e + bZ(w)I) ≤ H(e, (2 + L)I), (5.12) since I ≥ e ⊗ e, 0 < b < 1 and 0 < Z ≤ L.
Observing that w ≥ m, we define Thus, in r ≥ R ≥ 1, by using (5.13) in (5.12) we get
Using (5.2) and the above upper bound in (5.6) we get
Step 3: Additional bounds: We record the following bounds that would be useful for what follows. Refer to part (vii) of Cases A, B and C in Remark 4.2. In r ≥ 0,
Constructions of Super-solutions:
We remind the reader that k 2 = 1, γ = k + 1 = k 1 + 2 and γ * = γ/k throughout.
In what follows we take R ≥ 1, to be determined later.
Sub-part (i): k = 1. Thus, k 1 = 0. Let ε > 0 be small. Recall from (5.3) that γ = γ * = 2. We take p = ε/2. Thus, using (5.1) we get
and a ≥ 0 and 0 < b < 1 are to be determined. We address the interval 0 ≤ r ≤ R. Using (5.15) and 0 ≤ r ≤ R, we get that v ′ (r) ≤ 2R. Employing this in the second term on the right hand side of (5.10) we get
We choose
This ensures that w is a super-solution in 0 ≤ r ≤ R.
Next, we address r ≥ R. We use the estimate v ′ (r) ≤ 2r 1−ε (see (5.15)) in the second term of the right hand side of (5.14) to obtain
We apply the lower bound in part (iv) of Case A in Remark 4.2, that is,
Thus, we obtain from (5.18) that
where in the last inequality we have used the expression forâ = a−bR 2−ε /2, see (5.17).
(a): σ = 0. Using (5.17) and thatâ ≥ 0, the right hand side in (5.19) yields
We record that the above choice for R and (5.17) yield that
The right hand side of (5.19) yields
For 0 < σ < 1, we have set r = R in the second term of (5.21) and chosen R, and for 1 ≤ σ ≤ 2, we have taken r = b = 1 in the second term of (5.21).
Using ( and
for an appropriate K that is independent of b. A simple calculation shows that
From (5.4), 0 < ε < σ/8 and, hence, σ(1 + ε) − 2ε > 0. Recalling (5.16), (5.17) and (5.20) we obtain that, for any small ε > 0,
Sub-part (ii): k > 1. We set
Consider 0 ≤ r ≤ R, where R > 1 is to be determined. We recall (5.10) and use v ′ (r) = γ * r γ * −1 to obtain
Noting that γ * − 1 = 1/k, we choose,
Now consider r ≥ R. Using (5.14) and v ′ (r) = γ * r γ * −1 , we get
We analyze separately: (1) σ = 0, (2) 1 < σ ≤ γ, and (3) 0 < σ ≤ 1.
(1) σ = 0: Setting R = 1 and recalling (5.26), the right hand side of (5.27) yields
The right hand side of (5.27) is bounded above, in r ≥ R, by
Setting R = 1 in the second term of the right hand side of (5.29), we get
Choosing 0 < b < 1, small enough, we get that w is super-solution in R n T . Moreover, using (5.26) lim b→0 a = 0.
It is clear that w is a super-solution in R n T . Our next task is to show that lim b→0 a = 0. Recalling (5.26) and comparing the terms b k R γ * and (bR 1/k ) σ , we see that it is enough to show that
This is clear if σ = 1. Assuming that σ < 1 and using the choice for R, we see that
for some K independent of b. Using that γ = k + 1 = k 1 + 2, we calculate
The claim holds.
Summarizing from Sub-Parts (i) (see (5.24) ) and (ii) (see (1), (2) and (3)), we get
Part II σ > γ, k ≥ 1: We set w(x, t) = m + at + b(1 + t)v(r), where
We recall estimates stated in Case C of Remark 4.2.
Take R ≥ 1 and consider 0 ≤ r ≤ R. We employ (5.10) i.e.,
.
) and setting E = γ * (1 + T ), we get from above that
In r ≥ R, we use (5.14) i.e.,
From part (iv) of Case C in Remark 4.2, we have
), the lower bound for v(r) stated above, E = γ * (1 + T ) and (5.32) in the right hand side of (5.33), we get
where we have used 1 < γ < σ and r ≥ R. 
Sub-solutions
In this section, we construct sub-solutions. We place no restrictions on the growth rate if 0 ≤ σ < γ. This includes also the case when sup [0,T ] |χ(t)| is small enough. However, in general, a lower bound in the case σ ≥ γ is needed for our work. We remark that the auxiliary functions employed are closely related to the functions used for super-solutions. We achieve our goal by utilizing the expressions in Remark 3.1, in particular, the versions in (3.7) and (3.8). Thus, setting w(x, t) = v(r) − κ(t) and assuming that v ′ (r) ≤ 0, we get that
Next, we recall Condition C (see (2.4)), (2.6) and (3.1) and set
Set H(λ) = min |e|=1 H(e, e ⊗ e − λ −1 I) and H = min |e|=1 H(e, e ⊗ e). We record that
An auxiliary function and preliminary calculations.
Fix R > 1. Let p ≥ 1 and E ≥ 0, to be determined later. In 0 ≤ r < R, set
Hence, v is defined in 0 ≤ ω < 1. We will often write v(ω) as v(r).
Clearly,
Differentiating v(r) in (6.4) and using (6.5), we get
Using k = k 1 + 1, γ = k 1 + 2 and (6.6)(i), we get
Next, recalling (6.1), (6.3), (6.5) and (6.6)(i) and (iv), we see that
Sub-solutions.
We provide separate treatments for 0 ≤ σ ≤ γ and σ ≥ γ. The case σ = γ will be addressed in both situations.
Case I: 0 ≤ σ ≤ γ. Let µ ∈ (−∞, ∞) and recall (6.4) . Set in 0 ≤ r < R, ω = r/R,
where E, F and p ≥ 2 are to be determined. Of importance is the limit lim R→∞ F (R).
Employing (6.1), (6.5), (6.7) and (6.8), we see that
The sub-solution we construct will depend on p and R. Select
From here on we take p ≥ p 0 such that (6.17) holds (see (6.16)). Next, using (6.17) in (6.13), we obtain
In the last inequality, we have used (6.12) and γ = k + 1 = k 1 + 2.
We factor (ωL(ω)/R) σ from (6.18) and use that ω 0 ≤ ω < 1, to obtain that
We address 0 ≤ σ ≤ γ. We make comments about σ = γ in Sub-Case (c).
Sub-Case (a) 0 ≤ σ < γ: As noted earlier,w is a sub-solution in
We refer to (6.19) and select R such that
With this choice,w is a sub-solution in B R (o) × (0, T ). Using (6.11) and (6.20), we get that for some
where we have used γ = k + 1. Thus, R → ∞ if and only if p → ∞.
We now calculate lim R→∞ F . From (6.11) and (6.15), we write F as the sum of two terms X and Y as follows:
We use (6.20), γ = k + 1 and k = k 1 + 1 to observe that
Next, using (6.20), we get
, 0 ≤ σ < γ.
From (6.21),
Sub-Case (b) χ ≥ 0 : An inspection of (6.13), (6.15) and (6.19)(−α is replaced by +α) shows that F = X. Thus,w is a sub-solution in B R (o) × (0, T ) for any σ ≥ 0 and any R > 0, as there are no restrictions on R. Clearly, lim R→∞ F = 0.
Sub-Case (c) σ = γ: An inspection of (6.19) shows that if
H(e, e ⊗ e), then by selecting p, large enough, the right hand side of (6.18) may be written as
For the chosen p,w is a sub-solution in B R (o) × (0, T ) for any R > 0. Moreover, R is independent of p and F (R) → 0 as R → ∞. However, if α exceeds the above value then it is not clear if this conclusion holds. See Case II below.
Case II γ ≤ σ < ∞: We assume a lower bound for u and adapt the work in Section 5. See also the bounds on H which appear in the beginning of Section 5.
Recall that k 2 = 1, γ = k + 1 = k 1 + 2 and γ * = γ/k. We divide the work into two sub-cases.
Sub-Case (i) σ = γ : We assume that α ≥ ℓH and refer to Sub-Parts (i) and (ii) of Part I in Section 5.
(i1) k = 1: Here γ = γ * = 2. We assume that for any ε > 0, small, sup |x|≥r (−u(x, t)) ≤ o(|r| 2−ε ) as r → ∞. We takē w(x, t) = m − at − b(1 + t)v(r), where v(r) = r 2
0
(1 + τ ε/2 ) −1 dτ.
(i2) k > 1: Thus, γ = k + 1 > 2. We assume that sup |x|≥r (−u(x, t)) ≤ o(|r| γ * ) as r → ∞. We takew = m − at − b(1 + t)r γ * . Recall that w, in (7.2), is a super-solution in R n T for any 0 < b < b 0 , where b 0 is small enough, and for an appropriate a that depends on b.
We observe that by part (iv) of Cases A, B and C of Remark 4.2, v(r) ≥ r β /4, for r ≥ ρ 1 , where ρ 1 is large enough. We now choose a fixed 0 < b < b 0 and take η = b/8. and let ρ 0 stand for the value of r needed for (7.1) to hold. Set ρ 2 = max(ρ 0 , ρ 1 ) and consider a cylinder B ρ (o) × [0, T ], where ρ > R 2 . Let u be a sub-solution such that (7.1) holds. Then u(x, 0) ≤ h(x) ≤ ν, ∀x ∈ R n . Clearly, w(x, 0) = ν + bv(r) ≥ u(x, 0), for |x| ≤ ρ. At |x| = ρ, we have w(x, t) ≥ bv(R) ≥ 2ηρ β ≥ u(x, t).
Thus, w ≥ u on the parabolic boundary of B ρ (o) × (0, T ) and Lemma 3.2 to conclude that u(x, t) ≤ w(x, t) in B ρ (o) × (0, T ) for any large ρ, i.e., u(x, t) ≤ ν + at + bv(r), ∀|x| ≤ ρ.
Letting ρ → ∞, we see that u(x, t) ≤ ν + at + bv(r) in R n T . Since this holds for any small b, using (7.2), we obtain u(x, t) ≤ ν + αt. The claim holds.
Proof of Theorem 2.1(b) 0 < σ ≤ γ: The functions w, v and β are as in (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) . Refer to Part I in Section 5 and see Sub-Parts (i) and (ii). Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.10(a) above, we see that u(x, t) ≤ ν + at + bv(r), in R The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1(a).
Proof of Theorem 2.2:
We start with the proofs of parts (a)-(c). (−u(x, t)) ≤ o(R β ), as R → ∞.
Recall Sub-Cases (i) and (ii) in Case 2 in Section 6. We takē w(x, t) = µ − at − b(1 + t)v(r), in R n T . Suppose that σ = γ and α ≥ ℓH. If (a) k = 1 and γ = 2 then β = 2 − ε, for any small ε > 0, in (7.5), and we take v(r) = .
It is to be noted that lim b→0 a = 0 in the situations stated above. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1.
